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INNOVATION SUMMIT 2016
“China will not only innovate, but will change the nature of innovation itself.” This
proclamation by Jonathan Woetzel of the McKinsey Global Institute illustrates the
power of Chinese innovation: the theme chosen for this year’s Innovation Summit,
organised by The Economist Events.
The 2016 summit aimed to give business people and policymakers a better
understanding of the opportunities available to companies doing business in China,
and to show them how to overcome the specific challenges presented by the
country’s economic and political system. Tom Standage, The Economist’s deputy
editor, and co-chair Vijay Vaitheeswaran, the newspaper’s China business editor,
brought 11 panels of experts from a range of disciplines together on the stage at
the JW Marriott Hotel Hong Kong for a full day of discussion and debate. The summit
explored how China’s ability to innovate is critical not just for its own economy but also
to the growth prospects of the entire world.
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CHINA, AND THE WORLD,
NEEDS INNOVATION MORE
THAN EVER
China’s industrial sector barely grew in 2015, while services saw stellar growth of 11.9%. The Chinese
government wants to recalibrate the economy away from export-oriented manufacturing and
towards consumption and services. Lumbering state-owned enterprises may still dominate traditional
industries, but the private sector is advancing.
The government’s new five-year plan has set the right incentives for innovation. President Xi
Jinping outlined his ambitions for Chinese innovation at the G20 summit in Hangzhou, telling world
leaders that China will become an innovation-driven economy by 2020.

“The idea that
what happens
in China stays in
China, just isn’t
true anymore.”
Tom Standage
Deputy editor
The Economist

Innovation will be important to help address global challenges such as climate change and
sustainable development. Everywhere, it thrives within ecosystems of collaboration, copying
and competition. China’s historically closed economy had led analysts to think of it as a kind of
Galapagos Islands, developing independently of the West, in isolation. Yet it is no longer true that
“what happens in China stays in China”. Thanks in part to overseas-Chinese returnees—known as
“sea turtles”—bringing ideas back to China, and foreign multinationals such as BP, AstraZeneca
and Johnson & Johnson setting up research and development (R&D) functions on the mainland,
Chinese industry is blossoming with new ideas. But it faces challenges. Can innovation save
China’s economy?
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WHAT IS INNOVATION?
“If you can’t
convert [an
innovation] into
commercial
success then it
is useless.”
Markus Steilemann
Board member
for innovation and
global head of
polyurethanes segment
Covestro AG
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Vijay Vaitheeswaran, an innovation evangelist and member of the World Economic Forum’s
global agenda council on the economics of innovation, considers innovation “the most abused
word in the English language”. “Show me a company with a chief innovation officer, and I will
show you a company that has a problem with innovation,” he later quipped.
For Mr Vaitheeswaran, innovation is “fresh thinking that creates value”. Throughout the day, other
experts contributed their own definitions. For some, the word should apply not just to invention, but
also to problem-solving; it doesn’t have to be about technology. Paul Nunes, global managing
director of the Accenture Institute for High Performance, stressed the importance of innovation in
conventional manufacturing, which still plays a critical role in China’s economy. Innovation can
happen in management, marketing and the creation of new services. For Markus Steilemann,
board member for innovation at Covestro, an innovation is an invention that makes money. “If
you can’t convert [an innovation] into commercial success, then it is useless.”

INNOVATION SUMMIT 2016

REPLICATE TO INNOVATE
Until recently, China was considered an innovation absorber, mostly copying ideas from elsewhere
to roll out in local and foreign markets. The audience understood the concept of shanzhai: the
ability of Chinese firms to replicate products and ideas from other markets quickly and cheaply in
response to demand. This practice has become outdated, but the skill of agile, flexible production
is as important in prototyping and experimenting with new ideas now as it was in copying
handbags and smartphones.
Raman Singh, a regional president at Mundipharma, explained how the Chinese pharmaceutical
industry has moved beyond cheap “copycat” drugs into high-value treatments and products.
Shenzhen, just across the border from Hong Kong, was the home of shanzhai. Now, it is the
“workshop of the world”, and a leader in innovative production.
Less is more
Governments have a terrible record at picking winners and losers in industry. Successful innovation
hubs from Tel Aviv to Singapore follow formulas. Jason Pontin, editor-in-chief and publisher of the MIT
Technology Review, described a world full of abandoned innovation hubs: sad places that failed
because they didn’t follow those formulas. State investment is best put to providing a basic platform
of innovation infrastructure, including education, and by implementing clear industrial and energy
policies. Governments can help to foster innovation by supporting the rule of law, encouraging
flexible labour markets and enforcing contracts and intellectual property protection.

“Govenments
should not get
into the business
in choosing
winners or losers.”
Jason Pontin
Editor-in-chief
and publisher
MIT Technology Review
and chairman
MIT Enterprise Forum
Global
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HANDS OFF
“It is a wonderful
time for innovators
but it is also very
dangerous as you
can waste a lot
of money.”
Marjorie Yang
Chairman
Esquel Group

China’s president, Xi Jinping, believes in innovation as a way to stimulate growth. His latest five-year
plan encourages innovation through programmes such as “Internet Plus” and “Made in China
2025”. China is investing more in innovation than any country has in its history: Chinese R&D spending
already exceeds that of the European Union. It has also opened financial markets to allow more
people to invest.
There have been many successes. Eric Hu, head of China Hong Kong strategy and managing
director at BOCI, estimates that from 2000 to 2015, the number of high-tech companies in China
increased from less than 10,000 to around 30,000. The profits of high-tech companies also increased,
from less than 70 billion yuan in 2000 to around 900 billion yuan in 2015.
Multinationals want to work with Chinese firms. Deregulation helps. For example, by simplifying the
approvals process for drug trials, China’s government has increased efficiency in medical research.
But the government doesn’t always get this right. Planners are guilty of market intervention and
protectionism. Too much top-down help for industry wastes money. China must work on taking
down the institutional barriers to innovation, including internet censorship and weak intellectual
property protections, which restrain its innovators and entrepreneurs.

CASE STUDY: ESQUEL
Marjorie Yang’s experience with Esquel, a clothing
manufacturer with operations in India and China,
shows innovation doesn’t have to be about high
technology. In the textiles industry, better known for its
relentless demand for cheap labour than for its cuttingedge innovation, Ms Yang has shown how innovative
thinking—“a new way to solve a problem”—can bring
value to unexpected parts of a business.
For her, innovation means tackling challenges beyond
simply making a profit, such as climate change and
wage inequality. Believing that “information creates
value”, she implements innovation in management to
empower even manual workers through data.
Conversely, she has a cautionary tale to tell about wasted investments. When Esquel
accepted a government grant to invest in radio-frequency identification, her production
line-manager was unable to say what the direct benefits would be to the company. “It is a
wonderful time for innovators”, Ms Yang says, but “if money is coming to you too easily, a lot
of money can be wasted.”
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KNOW WHAT YOU WANT AND
HOW TO GET IT
Chinese consumers are driving global innovation. “I don’t think that there is a consumer in the
world now that is more demanding than the Chinese consumer,” says Victor Fung, chairman
of Fung Group.
Millions of young Chinese people with high disposable incomes are becoming enthusiastic and
discriminating consumers. Their education, travel experience and outlook are increasingly global.
They are heavy internet users, and many have grown up without using personal computers,
moving straight to smartphones. As most of these new consumers do more than half of their
shopping online, the internet is the way to get to them.
Kathy Xu, founder and managing partner of Capital Today, calls mobile internet “a once-in-alifetime opportunity.” E-commerce in China is ahead of that in America. Alipay’s transaction
volume is more than double Amazon’s. Tencent’s novel way of monetising access to services in its
WeChat app has set a high bar for competitors like Snapchat and Facebook Messenger.

“I don’t think
there is a
consumer in
the world now
that is more
demanding than
the Chinese
consumer”
Victor Fung
Group chairman
Fung Group
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LOCATION, LOCATION,
LOCATION
“Very small
differences can
create enormous
amounts of real
value to the
markets we are
trying to serve.”
Paul Nunes
Global managing
director
Accenture Institute for
High Performance
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Some Chinese companies that began by copying foreign business models have since been forced
to innovate to satisfy the demanding Chinese consumer. Jenny Wenjie Wu, chief strategy officer at
travel firm Ctrip, explained how the firm first replicated an overseas model but later “added lots of
Chinese ingredients to make it more useful.” This included a mobile-first platform as well as extensive
offline support from call centres, which were not built into the models of Western internet-travel firms
that had evolved as desktop websites.
Small differences can create enormous amounts of real value. Having built up a Chinese customer
base, firms can apply what they have learned to sell services to customers in other markets. This
does not necessarily mean selling to consumers in the West. Often, ideas coming out of China can
be more easily and quickly extended to other Asian or emerging markets—such as India, Indonesia
and Brazil—where the economy or society is more like China’s.

INNOVATION SUMMIT 2016

EXPLORE AND CONQUER
From the “freemium” model of monetising video games to managed-scarcity marketing
techniques, Western firms are adopting Chinese business-model innovations. A few such models
are global trailblazers.
Which Chinese companies would pass what Tom Standage called the “mum test”, meaning:
would my mother in Europe have heard of them? Huawei, Alibaba, Tencent and DJI are
becoming global household names. Could Meituan, a group buying website mostly unknown
outside China, be the future of services? Musical.ly, a social-media app popular in America, is a
Chinese firm that flopped on the mainland but went viral abroad by taking all of the social-media
tricks it had employed in China and applying them in other markets.
Cyril Ebersweiler, founder and managing director of HAX, an accelerator programme for
hardware start-ups, reckons that the “next big company will come from that perfect blend
between the United States and China.”
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WHO ARE CHINA’S NEW
ENTREPRENEURS?
“It takes a wellrounded person
to build a billiondollar company.”
Anna Fang
Partner and
chief executive
ZhenFund

Venture capitalists invested around $15.5 billion into Chinese start-ups in 2015. The country’s
expanding consumer market has created a new herd of Chinese “unicorns”: private firms
valued at more than $1 billion.
As the start-up industries mature, so the people behind them are evolving. The first generation
of founders studied abroad and brought American thinking and confidence back to China.
Half a million Chinese students currently live abroad; in five years the number will be 3-4m.
Once the business ecosystem evolved, the second generation of Chinese innovators had less
need to leave home to come up with ideas for their huge domestic market. David Chao, cofounder and general partner of DCM Ventures, identifies a new, third generation of founders
and innovators: Chinese “millennials” with a new set of values. They don’t necessarily want to
make a billion dollars. Some have a new ambition: to change the world.
Unfortunately, though younger people may see opportunities that older people can’t, they can
be less skilled at managing the team of people necessary to see that idea to market. Anna Fang,
partner and chief executive of ZhenFund, observed that “It takes a well-rounded person to build
a billion-dollar company.” The best start-up entrepreneurs will accept help, the way Facebook’s
Mark Zuckerberg did in taking on Sheryl Sandberg. Chinese founders may find it particularly hard
to bring in “adult supervision”, but pressure from investors can force the process.
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CONCLUSION:
DON’T BE AN ISLAND
Author Fraser Howie cautions against treating “innovation” as a magical incantation, thinking, “If I
say ‘innovation’, things will happen.” It doesn’t work that way. Nevertheless, real innovation will be
vital to China’s future.
The enthusiasm of China’s government and private firms for innovation is clear. Despite some
occasionally misdirected government intervention, competition is hot. For every problem,
there can be 100 solutions. Investment is lubricating the flow of ideas in and out of China in
a variety of industries. A new generation of Chinese customers and entrepreneurs are giving
Western ones a run for their money. As its innovation industry evolves, China’s innovative
industries will do best not by isolating themselves from other markets, but by collaborating with
them as part of a global ecosystem.

“Innovations
coming out of
China can be
much more
applicable to
other markets,
not necessarily
the West.”
Vijay V Vaitheeswaran
China business editor
and Shanghai
bureau chief
The Economist
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